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About This Game

ABE VR is an intense experience that recreates the horrifying story about a misguided robot seeking the unconditional love of
humans…at whatever cost.

Created in Unreal Engine, and continuing our filmmaking in virtual reality, ABE VR is based on ABE the multi-award winning
short film, and planned feature film, written and directed by Rob McLellan.

No longer do you have to just watch the film, you now get to experience it as a character. Specifically, ABE’s chosen victim.
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abe vr review

is it a great game!
one of best and most fun i've played.. A roguelike for PC that actually feels like your playing a real Mystery Dungeon game!
While the graphics are cute the game itself is extremely challenging. If you liked Shiren the Wanderer or any of the Torneko
games then this game is for you!. Simple game that once you get how it works, can entertain for a bit.. Have to give it a third go.

Two times I rushed through without even realizing it.... A thoroughly enjoyable dungeon crawler that's easy to learn and hard to
master. Put it on hardcore mode and the game turns into a roguelike that plays like God intended them to be.. Jogo bacana com
um desfecho para o The Chosen RPG, porém a história é curta demais, menos de 2 horas da pra zerar o jogo. Vale a pena pegar
em promoção se ja jogou o primeiro jogo!. I jumped into my first outing with BattleSky VR and I had a blast. I can't believe
how fast I can move with out getting sick. I played some two on two escort mode which was a lot of fun and then a little free for
all where the other players were helping me out with the controls.. As a huge Treasure Planet fan, you can imagine my
excitement when I found out Steam offered this game. And I must say, I was not let down. This game was a joy to play. The
combat is simple and satisfying, and I had a lot of fun picking my crew. In the later chapters when you have more ships in your
fleet, gameplay is a blast. And the galaxy environment around you is actually really pretty. Story wise, I'd say it's good. It gives
you a nice look at what the characters are doing around five years after the movie. The voice acting was good too. Brian Murray
voices Silver, same as the movie, and although Jim's voice actor is different I think he did a great job. Plus, the music is
awesome.
Sometimes the flying segments are a little slow, but I do think that makes it more realistic. Speed depends on how big your ship
is, with the biggest being the slowest. You do spend a bit of each chapter waiting for your ship to reach its destination.
Overall, this game is really fun and definitely worth the time. It's not a long game, but I wish it were. If you're a fan of Treasure
Planet, this is a must play.
Just a little side note for the controls: I found my mouse gave me some resistance while I was playing, which made clicking on
the buttons difficult. But all I had to do was change my mouse's polling rate down to 125 and it was back to smooth.
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I am a huge fan of walking simulators but this just wasn't the game for me. Good scenery and narration, but just kind of dry.
Also glitched the map within 20 mins of playing by just doing normal navigation.. I cannot run the game from the steam client
but it works from the folder.. Short but fun game made for kids.

Hand-drawn graphics, you like it or you don't.

Easy to get all the achievements. Impressively accurate damage model and weapon feel to PUBG when sniping. It consists of a
single shooting range with targets at increasing distances, starting from 25 meters, into 50, 75, 100, 200, 300, 400.

However, judging by the feel of full-auto weapons and the apparent lack of the newly added attachments (half grip, 6x scope
etc.), it hasn't been updated to reflect the changes of patch #12 back in April when AR's and SMG's were rebalanced to make
spraying more difficult. The mouse sensitivity values also don't correspond to the PUBG equivalents, so you can not get an
accurate sensitivity that carries on into the real game, ruling out any potential spray control training for now.

For bolt-action sniping, however, it does feel accurate. The markings on 8x scope roughly corresponds to the bullet drop for the
Kar98, but when put on the AWM it is no longer accurate. I could also not find any option to change the zeroing of the scopes
manually.

All in all I cannot reccommend this in its current state, simply because it's not up to date with the current PUBG patches. It is
however very mechanically sound and a great for practicing with the Kar98 at different ranges! If it's updated it will be a great
tool for practice, since PUBG absolutely refuses to add a practice range to their sorry excuse of a videogame.. Well made VR
movie with a horror theme. It's free, so try it.
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